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Lighthouse ECA™ with Focus Discovery
DEVELOP AN EFFECTIVE CASE STRATEGY WHILE REDUCING COST

Prioritize Relevant Facts

Speed to Insight

Expert Engagement

Distill the most relevant case

Go deep faster in prereview

Rely on us for technology and

facts to better inform decisions

investigation to assess risk and

tools expertise so that you

advise your litigation strategy

can focus on case strategy

Challenges We Address
Since the advent of ediscovery, gaining early access to case data has increasingly become a challenge, making
it more difficult to properly identify opportunities and effectively develop a proactive strategy for winning. The
expense of preservation, collection, and review have shifted efforts toward data assessment and management
rather than keeping the focus on case strategy. Furthermore, the tools available for early case assessment have
been expensive, difficult to use, and disproportionally oriented toward project management rather than litigation
strategy.

Source: The 2019 Lighthouse Illuminations Summit Benchmark Survey

Benefits We Provide
Lighthouse ECA integrates into our existing workflow, allowing you to perform preliminary, case-specific culling
before incurring the cost of review. This enables you to align costs to your case strategy and avoid unnecessary
spend. Once ECA is complete, data and work product move seamlessly into review, creating a smooth, end-toend ediscovery process that can be fully supported at every stage by Lighthouse’s team of experts.
Depending in your needs, we offer two solution options.

SOLUTIONS WE OFFER
Lighthouse ECA – Lighthouse ECA enhances Relativity by providing an easy-to-use interface for searching,
analyzing, and tagging case data. It leverages the power of Relativity and Brainspace to slice, dice, and
visualize data so that you can quickly identify trends, locate information of interest, and drill into specific
details. It provides a quick, intuitive, and high-level view of your documents, helping to inform your litigation
strategy while freeing you to focus on the merits of the case during these critical early stages.
Lighthouse ECA with Focus Discovery – Pairing Lighthouse ECA with our Focus Discovery services adds the
industry-leading expertise of Lighthouse’s team of linguists, lawyers, and technologists to the ECA offering
above. Lighthouse’s team of experts are equipped to find key data faster using the most advanced analytics
tools available. With Focus Discovery, clients can avoid the lift and ramp-up time required to learn how to use
the tools, as our experts have mastered the technology so that you can stay focused on case strategy.

Summary
Lighthouse’s ECA offerings provide industry-leading technology with the option of best-in-class expertise to
support so that you can focus on developing an effective case strategy while keeping costs lower.

About Lighthouse

About Lighthouse

Lighthouse provides software and services to manage the increasingly complex landscape of enterprise data for compliance and
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